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K TO 12 Competencies in ENGLISH (Grade 1-3)

Content Standard Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3

Oral Language Listen and attempt to respond to others in 

English

Listen and respond to others Listen to and interact with others in a group or 

class discussion

Listen and respond to texts Listen and respond to texts and relate 

them to personal experience

Listen and respond to texts, recall the main 

ideas, and relate them to personal experience

Relate texts to personal experience Converse and talk about personal 

experiences

Converse, ask questions, and talk about events 

and personal experiences in a group

Talk about personal experiences Tell a story Tell stories, recite or read aloud informally or for 

an audience

Identify, describe and use some 

commonly used verbal and non-verbal 

features in a range of texts

Identify, describe and use some commonly used 

verbal and non-verbal features in a range of 

texts and begin to adapt spoken language to an 

audience

Clarify meanings heard while drawing on 

personal experience

Identify, clarify and question meanings 

drawing on personal background, 

knowledge and experience

Identify, clarify and question meanings in spoken 

texts, drawing on personal background, 

knowledge and experience

Start to ask questions, attempt to listen to, 

interpret and present information

Ask questions, listen to, interpret and 

present information

Ask questions, listen to, interpret and present 

information

Know all letter-sounds 

Understand that the order of letters in a written 

word represents the order of sounds in a spoken 

word

Recognize some common words on sight, such 

as a, the, I, said, you, is, are

Use phonic knowledge to attempt unknown 

words

Show how spoken words are represented by 

written letters that are arranged in a specific 

order

Phonics and Word 

Recognition

Phonological Awareness
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K TO 12 Competencies in ENGLISH (Grade 1-3)

Content Standard Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3

Blend phonemes to read CVC words

Match CVC words with pictures or objects

Read one-syllable words using phonics

Use phonics to sound out unfamiliar words 

Recognize some irregularly spelled words, such 

as have, said

Grammar Use correct nouns and personal pronouns 

in telling about one’s family and friends.

Use awareness of the grammar of a 

sentence to help to decipher new or 

unfamiliar words

Read aloud with intonation and expression, 

taking account of the punctuation, e.g. speech 

marks and exclamation marks

Use a limited number of simple verbs in 

telling about the activities of one’s family 

and friends.

Read familiar texts aloud with fluency 

and expression appropriate to the 

grammar, e.g. pausing at full stops and 

raising voice at questions

Using the correct nouns, common and proper 

and singular and plural, in talking/writing about 

persons, places and things.

Describing one’s family and friends using 

common adjectives.

Using the correct personal and possessive 

pronouns in place of nouns.

Using directional prepositions correctly. Use correct personal pronouns in place 

of nouns.

Use the correct simple present and past form of 

the verbs in talking/writing about one’s 

experiences.

Use the correct simple present form of 

the verb that agrees with the noun or 

pronoun

Using a number of adjectives, their synonyms 

and antonyms, in describing persons, places and 

things.

Use a number of adjectives in 

describing the persons, places and 

things.

Using common prepositions and attempt to use 

prepositional phrases correctly.

Use a number of adjectives in 

describing the persons, places and 

things.

Use common prepositions correctly.

Vocabulary 

Development

Differentiate English words from words in 

other languages spoken at home and in 

school

Identify and supply the English word 

equivalent of words in the mother 

tongue or in Filipino 

Use English words in spoken and written 

expression

Phonics and Word 

Recognition
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K TO 12 Competencies in ENGLISH (Grade 1-3)

Content Standard Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3

Vocabulary 

Development

Ask about unfamiliar words to gain 

meaning

Classify common words into 

conceptual categories (e.g., animals, 

foods, toys).

Supply words that fall into conceptual categories

Sort familiar words into basic categories 

(e.g., colors, shapes, foods).

Determine what words mean from how 

they are used in a sentence, heard or 

read.

Provide alternate words for a target word to 

reflect understanding of nuances (ie, big, huge, 

enormous)

Describe familiar objects and events in 

both general and specific language.

Talk about the meaning of words and 

use new words when speaking and 

writing

Transform root words to appropriate structure to 

fit a sentence (ie, smile→smiled, smiles, smiling)

Show curiosity about and play with words 

and language

Begin to see that some words mean 

the same thing (synonyms) and some 

words have opposite meanings 

(antonyms)

Use English to define or describe other English 

words

Use new words learned thru stories in 

own speech

Recognize that words play different 

roles in sentences (for example, some 

words—nouns—name things and 

some words—verbs—show action)

Use English to describe persons, places, 

processes and events

Know and use words that are important to 

school work, such as the names for 

colors, shapes, and numbers

Ask about unfamiliar words to learn 

about meaning

Use knowledge of prefixes to (e.g., un-, re-, in-, 

dis-) to determine the meaning of words.

Know and use words that are important to 

daily life, such as street names and 

names for community workers

Recognize root words and their 

inflections (e.g., look, looks, looked, 

looking).

Use knowledge of suffixes (e.g., -ful, -ly, -less) to 

determine the meaning of words.

Identify some words that comprise 

contractions (e.g., can’t=can not, it’s=it 

is, aren’t=are not).

Recognize some words represented by common 

abbreviations (e.g., Mr. Ave., Oct.).

Recognize that two words can make a 

compound word (e.g., airport, treetop, 

popcorn).

Determine the meaning of compound words, 

using knowledge of individual words (e.g., 

lunchtime, daydream, everyday).
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K TO 12 Competencies in ENGLISH (Grade 1-3)

Content Standard Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3

Vocabulary 

Development

Use language with more control (such 

as speaking in complete sentences)

Want to learn new words and share them at 

school and home

Understand that the languages used in 

school are  more formal than the 

language used at home and with 

friends

Use clues from the context to figure out what 

words mean

Increase vocabulary through the use of 

synonyms and antonyms

Use different parts of speech correctly, including 

nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs

Learn more new words through independent 

reading

Listening 

Comprehension

Identify connections between text listened 

to and personal experience

Identify similarities and differences in 

the plot or events in a story and 

personal experiences 

Propose several predictions about text

Use personal experience to make 

predictions about text to be listened to

Use prior knowledge to select most likely 

conclusions about text

Make predictions about stories based on 

the cover or titles of texts

Use an understanding of incidents, 

characters and settings to make 

predictions

Formulate questions that are expected to be 

answered after reading the text

Expect written text to make sense Validate predictions made after 

listening

Make predictions using experience of listening to 

other texts with similar themes

Use the meaning of simple texts to 

support predictions

Modify prior knowledge based on new 

knowledge from text

Listen carefully to texts read aloud Predict what will happen next in a text Evaluate the predictions made on the basis of 

text listened to

Book and Print Knowledge
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K TO 12 Competencies in ENGLISH (Grade 1-3)

Content Standard Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3

Listening 

Comprehension

Ask and answer questions about texts Discuss what is already known about 

topics listened to

Re-formulate prior knowledge on the basis on 

new information learned from text

Use what is already known to understand 

a text

Relate information and events in a 

selection to life experiences and vice 

versa.

Know how to read for specific purposes and to 

seek answers to specific questions

Derive meaning from repetitive language 

structure

Identify and discuss the main events or 

key points in a text

Predict what might happen next in a text

Predict what will happen in a text based 

on pictures or information in the text

Identify elements of a story, including 

characters, setting, and key events.

Compare a prediction about an action or event to 

what actually occurred within a text.

Retell and/or act out events in texts Answer simple questions about literary 

text listened to

Ask relevant questions in order to comprehend 

text.

Talk about texts identifying major points 

and key themes

Ask simple questions (who, what, 

where, when)  about literary text 

listened to

Recall information, main ideas, and details after 

reading

Participate (e.g., react, speculate, join in, 

read along) when repetitive language 

structure of fiction and poetry are read 

aloud.

Know the difference between ―made-

up‖ (fiction) and ―real‖ (nonfiction) texts

Answer ―how,‖ ―why,‖ and ―what-if‖ questions

Understand the structure of a simple text 

and use when re-enacting and retelling

Know the difference between stories 

and poems

Interpret information from diagrams, charts, and 

graphs

Answer simple questions (who, what, 

where, when) about text listened to

Listen and understand simple written 

instructions

Take part in creative responses to stories, such 

as dramatizations of stories and oral 

presentations

Determine whether a story is realistic or 

fantasy.

Identify the plot of a literary selection 

listened to

Go beyond own experience or general 

impression and refer to text to explain meaning

Restate facts from listening to expository 

text.

Describe characters (e.g., traits, roles, 

similarities) within a literary selection 

listened to

Describe literary elements of text including 

characters, plot (specific events, problem and 

solution), and setting.
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K TO 12 Competencies in ENGLISH (Grade 1-3)

Content Standard Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3

Listening 

Comprehension

Respond appropriately to questions 

based on facts in expository text

Sequence a series of events in a 

literary selection listened

Describe characters (e.g., traits, roles, 

similarities) within a literary selection.

Sequentially follow a two-step directions 

(e.g., recipes, directions, classroom 

procedures) using picture clues given 

verbally

Compare stories, identifying common 

themes, characters and contribute to 

discussions

Make simple inferences about thoughts and 

feelings and reasons for actions

Identify signs, symbols, labels, and 

captions in the environment.

Identify the topic of expository text 

listened to

Identify key themes and discuss reasons for 

events in stories

Locate information in pictorial information 

books

Answer questions (e.g., who, what, 

where, when) about expository text 

listened to

Sequence a series of events in a literary 

selection.

Participate (e.g., clapping, chanting, 

choral reading) in the reading of poetry by 

responding to the rhyme and rhythm.

Follow a set of written or verbal three-

step directions with picture cues.

Describe literary elements of text including 

characters, plot (specific events, problem and 

solution), and setting.

Relate story setting and incidents to own 

experience

Determine whether a specific task is 

completed, by checking to make sure 

all the steps were followed in the right 

order, with picture cues to assist.

Describe characters (e.g., traits, roles, 

similarities) within a literary selection listened to

State the meaning of some 

environmental signs (e.g., traffic, 

safety, warning signs).

Make simple inferences about thoughts and 

feelings and reasons for actions

Locate specific information in the text 

to find answers to simple questions

Identify key themes and discuss reasons for 

events in stories

Sequence a series of events in a literary 

selection.

Identify cause and effect of specific events in a 

literary selection.

Identify differences between fiction and 

nonfiction.

Identify words that the author selects in a literary 

selection to create a graphic visual experience.
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K TO 12 Competencies in ENGLISH (Grade 1-3)

Content Standard Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3

Listening 

Comprehension

Identify words that the author selects to create a 

rich auditory experience (e.g., alliteration, 

onomatopoeia, assonance, consonance) in a 

literary selection.

Compare events and characters in literary 

selections from a variety of cultures to their 

experiences.

Begin to understand the effects of different 

words and phrases, e.g. to create humor, 

images and atmosphere

Locate specific information by using 

organizational features in expository text.

Identify the main idea in expository text.

Locate facts in response to questions about 

expository text.

Locate specific information from graphic 

organizers

Determine whether a specific task is completed, 

by checking to make sure all the steps were 

followed in the right order.

State the meaning of specific signs and symbols 

(e.g., computer icons, map features, simple 

charts and graphs).

Evaluate the usefulness of the information in a 

particular text for answering questions

Reading 

Comprehension

Identify connections between story listened to 

and personal experience

Make predictions about stories based on the 

cover or titles of texts

Validate predictions made after reading a text

Modify prior knowledge based on new 

knowledge from text
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K TO 12 Competencies in ENGLISH (Grade 1-3)

Content Standard Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3

Use what is already known to understand a text

Relate information and events in a reading 

selection to life experiences and vice versa

Derive meaning from texts with repetitive 

language structure

Predict what will happen in a text based on 

pictures or information in the text

Retell and/or acts out events in a text

Answer simple questions about text read

Ask simple questions about text read

Know the difference between ―made-up‖ (fiction) 

and ―real‖ (nonfiction) texts

Know the difference between stories and poems

Read and understand simple written instructions

Sequence a series of events in a literary 

selection read.

Identify elements of a story, including characters, 

setting, and key events.

Identify the topic of expository text read.

Answer simple questions about expository text 

read.

Follow a set of written or verbal three-step 

directions with picture cues.

Reading 

Comprehension
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K TO 12 Competencies in ENGLISH (Grade 1-3)

Content Standard Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3

Determine whether a specific task is completed, 

by checking to make sure all the steps were 

followed in the right order, with picture cues to 

assist.

State the meaning of some environmental signs 

(e.g., traffic, safety, warning signs).

Locate specific information in the text to find 

answers to simple questions

Fluency Use appropriate intonation and expression 

during unison oral reading with the teacher.

Read with automaticity approximately 20 high-

frequency/sight words.

Read aloud appropriate grade level text at a rate 

of approximately 60 words per minute.

Read appropriate grade level text with an 

accuracy rate of 95 – 100%.

Read appropriate grade level text in three-to-four 

word phrases using intonation, expression and 

punctuation cues.

Read with automaticity 100 appropriate grade 

level high-frequency/sight words.

Use invented (or developmental) spelling to try 

to spell words on his own

Understand that there is a correct way to spell 

words 

Use phonemic awareness and letter knowledge 

to spell and write words

Use simple punctuation marks and capital letters

Pay attention to how words are spelled

Correctly spell previously studied words

Spelling

Reading 

Comprehension
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K TO 12 Competencies in ENGLISH (Grade 1-3)

Content Standard Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3

Writing/Compostion Understand that writing conveys meaning.

Use letter forms to represent thoughts and ideas.

Write for different purposes—stories, 

explanations, letters, lists using invented spelling 

or phonic knowledge

Write things for others to read (by thinking of 

ideas, writing draft copies, and revising drafts)

Pay attention to the mechanics of writing (for 

example, spelling, capitalization, and 

punctuation) in the final versions of compositions

Return to favorite books, songs, rhymes 

to be re-read and enjoyed

Retell or re-read familiar storybooks to 

other children

Make choices about which texts to read based 

on prior reading experience 

Attempt to read or re-tell familiar 

storybooks 

Make choices from a selection of texts 

and begin to justify preferences

Respond to text by discussing preferences such 

as favorite characters, and books with similar 

themes

Take books from home to school (or 

vice versa) for independent/extra 

reading

Write and share own stories

Identify favorite authors and stories Explore and investigate topics of own interest

Study Skills Following directions Following directions Following directions

 Interpreting pictographs Alphabetizing (1st letter) Alphabetizing (2nd letter)

 Interpreting simple maps of familiar 

places

Using the index at table of contents Dictionary skills

 Locating information Highlighting important information

 Interpreting bar graphs and tables Interpreting graphs, charts and tables

 Interpreting simple maps of familiar 

places

Constructing maps of familiar places

  Understanding simple outlines

Attitude towards 

Language, Literature 

and Literacy
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